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0121 5854400

Extreme performance hybrid and flash storage
with exceptional performance guaranteed

High speed cloud storage solutions 

To ensure fast and secure service we
installed the latest Windows server
technology

Latest cloud server technology 

Reducing the cloud's complexity makes it
easier and more accessible to all their users

Reduced complexity 

SOFTWARE PROVIDER
HOGE 100 BENEFIT FROM

CLOUD SOLUTION

KEY OUTCOMES

750M
The entries recorded

200M
Scheduled hours

THE CLIENT
Hoge 100 are a UK-based software
company who provide specialist financial
software to schools, businesses and
charities across the UK. Established over
30 years ago, Hoge 100 work with the top
multi-academy trusts and many leading
UK businesses. Since moving to hosted
software, Hoge 100 have seen significant
growth and have a strategy to increase
their customer acquisition over the next
five years.

Industry: Software
Location: Worcestershire
Employees: 11-50

ebcgroup.co.uk

THE CHALLENGES
To provide an efficient and cost-
effective way for Hoge 100 to add
their clients to the cloud



0121 5854400

Working with EBC Group has enabled us
to grow faster, making it simple for us to
add clients to our software via EBC
group’s cloud environment. We have
always been able to reach their support
team when we have needed assistance
and they have always provided a great
service.
Liz WildDirector of Business Systems, Hoge100

READY TO START?
Arrange a free consultation today

APPROACH

Reduce new tenant provisioning
costs and deployment times

Reduce complexity

Improve productivity

Reduce error rate associated
with manual provisioning of
servers

Assure compliance

To supply a highly scalable,
reliable and secure cloud platform
which will:

RESULTS

Backup and DR is built into the
environment with dynamic
Recovery Point Objectives
(RPO) by default

Security focused environment
with no multi-tenanted
services i.e. shared SQL servers

Scale up and out capabilities
to accommodate business
growth for both compute and
storage

The primary benefits of EBC
Group’s fully resilient multi-tenant
cloud platform are:

ebcgroup.co.uk


